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NATIONAL ADVISORY COfliITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TECHNICAL IMORANDUM NO. 600 
RESISTANCE OF PLATES AND PIPES AT HIGH REYNOLDS NUIYERS*
ByL. Schiller and R. Hermann 
1. Introduction 
Some years ago Prandtl and Karman showed how the resistance 
pf a. plate to a. flow parallel to . its surfaces could be deter-
mined from the, resistance of a pipe to a fluid flowing through 
it.	 The fundamental principle was to put the frictional re-
sistance •at every point of the plate, equal to that in a pipe of 
like Reynolds Number. By the "Reynolds Number" of the plate 
we mean	 . 
flow.velocity kinematic viscosity x boundary-layer thickness. 
On the other hand the fricional resistance must equal, the loss 
of momentum for the distance considered. T.e law of velocity 
distribution is assumed to be the same in both cases Prandtl 
rand Karman carried' out 'the calculation for the case of the 
'!Blasius Law of,Powers," for whichthey showed' the relation be-
tween resistance and, velocity distribution and' obtained, within 
the range,
 of not exqessive R values, close agreement with the 
experimental results. 	 "	 .	 -. 
* I Widerstand von Platte und Rohr beihohen Reynoldsschen Zahlen.D 
From 'Ingenieur-Archiv, Sept., 1930, pp. 391-398.' 
**prandtl, "Ergebnisse d'e Aerodynamisdhen Versuchanstalt zu 
Gtting'en," Report 1, p. 136; Report III, p. 1. Von Karman, 
Z. f. ang. 'Math. u. Mech., 1921, p. 233.
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In the meantime it was learned that the law of resistance 
for high R values does not follow the simple powers, and that 
the poweis whiôh 6an heobtained. approxithately for the velocity 
distribution, gradually change.* Since, moreover, very impor-
tant investigations have recently been made on the resistance 
of plates at very high R values, it seemed of interest to ap-
ply the above line of reasoning to the new general law of re-
sistance.** For..this purpose, the resistance and velocity dis-
tribution along the plate mutt always be equal to the values 
of the pipe flow at the corresponding Reynolds Number. Ve made 
two kinds of calculations, of which the one given here is the 
simpler aid more:.practical and also agrees bette with the ex-
perimental results. 
According to a friendly communication from Dr.! Lerbs, Ham-
burg, he has also made like calculations,**** but hi.s'rc1ethod 
• and results differ considerably from ours. 	 S. 
*Stanton and Pannel, "Similarity of Motion in Relation to 
the Suface FriOtiox. of' Liquicls." Phil. Trans.ROy.Soc, A, 
Vol. 214 (1914)., p.19.9. 	 Jakob and. Erk, "L{itteilungen uber 
ForschungtharbeiteI,' issued by V.D.I. (1924), No. 267. Hermann' 
and Burbach.,"Stbmungswidrstafld und W.rmeübergang in Rohren.' 
Akad.. Verlagsgés, Leipzig, 1930. L. Schiller, Rohrwiderstand 
.bei. hohen.Reynoldsschn.. Zahlen." Gill?s, Hopf, Karman, Aachen 
lectures, 1929. • See also an' Aaôheñ' pasr'by Nikur'adse. 
**G. Kempf,."Neiie Ergebni s s der,Vidersandsforschung.'T Werft, 
Reederëi,' Hafen, 1929, Nos. 11-12.' ' 	 .	 ' 
. ; *,The firt, whic1;is not repeated iere, I made some time ago 
with the aid of ny forme'istant, Mr. Btirbach. 
****The results of Dr. Lerbs' calculation are summarized by 
Kempf-.'	 See' above footnote....•••
	
....'. :' '.
	 '	 '	 S 
*****Re'sults recently' sent 'us'•by Dr 'Le.rbs. are considerably' more 
like ours than the:: publi shed resuits, but' they :.still show ,a eye-
tematically increasing deviation with increasing R values
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2. Empirical Basis 
We designate by u the variable velocity within the boun-
darr layer; by	 the mean velocity inthe pipe o± radius a; 
by U the velocity at the axis of the pipe or the velocity 
outside the boundary layer of the plate. We further distinguish 
the Reynolds Number of the pipe, as based on the mean velocity, 
by
=	
=	
= viscosity,	 P	 density) 
aid,as based on the velocity at the axis, by 
U 
or, putting the pipe radius a equal to the boundary-layer 
thickness 6, by
iJ6 R-,--. 
Furthermore, the Reynolds Number for a plate of length x is 
expressed by
Ux 
U 
As the resistan	 law of the pipe above = 50,000, we 
take for our criterion the empirical equation which, according 
to our Leipzig experiments in the range of	 R = l	 to	 R = 106 
yielded
_O• 300 
= 0.00270 + 0.161 H (la) 
whereby the resistance coefficient	 f	 is defined by 
ciu2a	 ,dp	 . 
=	
- ( - = pressure drop per unIt 
'dx dxPu
lengthi (ib) 
J
I 
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Prandtl and Karwian deduced from thQ Biar3ius law of pipe re-
sistance that the velocity increases as the 1/7 power of the 
distance from the wall. Due to the deviation from the Blasius 
law, the velocity must generally be put proportional to the 
1/n power of the distance from the wail. The values used as 
the basis for the exponents n of the velocity distribution 
were taken from the results of Nikuradse t s experiments in Gg ttin-
gen and ho hitherto unpublished results obtained by
	 In 
accordance therewith, Figure 1 shows n as the function of log 
in close agreement with both sources. The curve was extended 
a short distance to n 10 by disregarding the n values at 
the highest	 values. In this manner .
 . and n are repro-. 
sented as functions of R, while the further calculation isto 
be made with R. The corresponding calculation is made by 
•	 R_f 
R 
the ratio of the mean velocity to that at the axis, which in 
turn depends slightly on H. 
The quantity f,. under the assumption of the validity of 
the power law of the velocity distribution up to the axis of 
the pie, can be calculated as a function of n. If y deotes 
the distance of a point from the wall and r thc distance of 
the same point from the axis of the pipe, then the velocity 
distribution is represented by 
1
(3a)
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Te r.ean velocity is defined by 
-	 a 
ha2 u=21rf rucir. 
-	 0 
If we substitute the value of u according to equation (3a) and 
integrate, we obtain
2n2 f	 Ti__') (n + 
Figure 2 shows f as a functionof R. In reality the velocity 
curve shows certain deviations from the power law at the axis 
and at the wall.. Since, moreover, the values of f (Fig. 2), 
within their scattering,coincide with the curvecalculated 
according..tö equation (4), these valueswill be used. in what 
folloWs:' In their application, to the case of. the Blasius law, 
i.e., small R, they •opcaion slightdiscrepancies between 
our re.sult and Karman' s * 
3. The Differential Equation of Reynolds Numbers 
' for Pipes and Plates 
a) i'.omentum theory.- If we apply the momentum theory to the 
steady flow along a plate (x component, Fig. 3) in the sense 
of the boundary-layer theory with increasing boundary-layer 
thickness, it means that the variation JT in the quantity of 
fluid per second, whose motion is retarded at the wall by the 
*Karman corre'ctedthe.value' ±=.0.8l7, according to the Blasius 
law, to 0.84, that is, he rounded the profile strongly, which 
seems too high to us with respect to the recent investigations 
by Stanton and Pannell and by Schilier and Kirsten, Z. f. tech. 
Physik 10 (l929), p. '268, who obtired 0.81 . and 0.82 with a suf-
ficiently developed profile.
(4)
I
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frictional force W, is equal and. opposite to the frictional 
force
= - W	 (5a) 
If we refer the change of momentum on a plate of unit width to 
the unit length, it then equals the friction per unit area or 
the internal wall friction ¶.
(51) 
dx 
To±al momentum chajg.— We will consider the quantity of 
retarded fluid J p u d y passing through the cross section 
at the point x (iiit width) per unit of time. Before thebe-
inning of the retardation, this quantityhadthe full velocity 
5 
U, hcnOe th 'e thoientum U I P u d y. In. the cross section x 
0 
the elements o± this quantity have the velocity u, and there-
5 
fore the whole quanbity has the momentum f p u2 dy. 
0 
The whole momentum change J' from the beginning of the 
retardation to the point x accordingly amounts to 
...	 5	 5 
J' =J p u2 d y - U! P u d y. 
0 
If, according to equation (3a), we write 
1 
U_• '5.' -
	 (3b) 
as the velocity ditribution in the boundary layer and integrate, 
we thus obtain	
. . . ... .	
n______	 () 
- p u28	
+ 2)
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c)ioiiientum_cha_punit lengi.— We Qbtan the momentum 
change per unit length (equation 5b) by differentiating equation 
(6) according to x, while taking into account the fact that 
and n are functions of x. Through extension with U, 	 corre 
eponding to the above notation, the differential coefficient 
can be written as	 , and. likewise 6	 as R	 If, 
for abbreviation, we write 
-_n	 -.	 - 2	 P.	 = G (R), (7a) 
( + i)	 + .2)	 (n + 1)	 ( + 2)	 dR 
we obtain
LPU2_G(R).	 (7) 
	
clx	 dR 
• d)	 The equilibrium equation for a 
fluid cylinder of unit length 
na2=2a1 T0 
together wjti equation (ib) yields, for 1f, the relation between 
the internal wall friction and the resistance coefficient 
-2 
or, with respect to equation (2), 
T02pU2 f2 'l'	 .	 8a) 
For the case of the Blasius law
1 
0.1330 R
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ith f	 0.817, we.hae 
=0.0233 P
	 (8b) 
e) The differential equation.- The introduction of the mo-
mentum change per unit length (7b)and the wall friction (8a) 
into the moirientum theorem (5b) yields the differential equation 
between the Reynolds iumber R of the pipe (or the boundary-
layer thickness) and the Reynolds Number Rx of the plate 
length
-. dR'	 4G 
= f24( = F (R).	 (9a) 
A closed integration of equation (9a) .is excluded by the compli-
cated construction of the functions f, 'V and G, and.a graphic 
integration is neceesitated by. the fact that the empirical func-
tions on the right are already given graphically. Figure. 4 
shows the differential equation (9a) with R for abscissa and 
F (R) for ordinate. 
With n as an independent varib1e, R follows as a defi-
nite n from the empirical curve of Figure 1, the borresponding 
f from equation (4) or Pigur.e 2, and the corresponding R from 
equation (2). The enpiricaJ. resistance equation (la) with 
yields the desired 'V . Equation (7a), with the values of n 
and R, gives the desired G, with which the requisite values 
of R, G, f and 'V in equation (9a) are all determined. The ex-
pression	 in equation (7a) was obtained from Figure 1, which 
is quite possible, since the subtrahend in equation (7a) is al-
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ways less than 9% of 'the minuend. For small Reynolds Numbers 
(R< 50000), the Blasius theorem yields equation (8b) and, for 
n= 7, euatioi (7a) yields G = 0.09'2, ' so that 
I 
F=4.17R4	 '(9'o) 
differential eauation.- ..Frorequation 
(9a) we obtain by integration
R 
R = I F .(R) d R, 
•0. 
in which the integration constant is determined by the fact that, 
when Rx = 0, then R = 0 also. The implied disregard of the 
laminar initial portioi is unopjectionab1e with respect to its 
brevity for the statement df a resistance law for high values 
Of R.	 :1	 : 
By planimetry of the function F (R) in Figure 4, we ob-
tain the relation beti#een R. nd B in the form 
= K (R) 
as represented in Figure 5. 
value of F given by equati 
R3.33R4
or R =H (R),	 (lOa) 
For th Blasius range with the 
on (9b) 
or R = 0.382 R:	 (lob)
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4. Coefficient of Resistance 
a) Coefficient of total resistance or.-. This is ordinarily 
defined by the one-sided total resistance V11
 or the two-sided 
resistance W, of a plate of area F by 
	
1V1	
- (ii) 
•	 2 
On the other hand the total resistance (referred to the unit 
width) according to equation (5a) equals the total loss of momen-
tum of the flow and, taking equation (6) into account 
= -2 J? = 2 p U2ô1)12)	 (12) 
The introduction of equation (12) into equation (11), with 
F	 x 1, yields
	
2n	 6 c f =.	 --- - 
or, 'cy extension with U/),
	
2n	 R c f = (
i + i) (n+ 2)	 (13a) 
If we put
2n 
	
n -+ 1) (n	 = A,	 (14) 
then A, on the way to n and R, is' a function of R, and the 
latter, in conformity with equation (lOa), is a function of R, 
so that equation (13a) can also bewritten 
c f = A_(Rx)H_(Rx)	 (13b)
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The calculation of c	 is made, according to equation (13a), 
by first deterthining R, in addition to ñ chosen as an inde-
pendent varidile (as above in the calculation of F), and then, 
from Figure 5, the corresponding R. For the Blasius range 
(n = 7), with A
	
= 0.194 according to equation (14) and 
with R. according to .
 equttio. (lob), formula (13a) yields 
= 0.074 RX5	 (13c) 
Figure 6 shows the result of the calculation. As in the corre-
sponding curves o • •pipe resistance, there is also shown here, 
with increasing R, an increasing deviation of the resistance 
curve from the extrolated Blasius-Karman theor em. To suitable 
comparative data are .available. 
Coeficient local_resistance.- The measurements made 
by the Ha1DUrg Thval Institute between	 log R = 6.9	 and log
R= 8.65 are not mettsirements of the total resistance, but of 
the local resisttnce, as obtained by the installation of short 
test plates i1 a long towed body. 
Thb Oeffioient of local resistance, like equation (ii), 
is defined by
dW1	 ___ 
C f =	 .	 =	 (15) 
'U2 dF	 ,IU2 
	
2	 2 
The relation of the coefficients Cf and. c' is then g.ven by 
dOf 
Cf =	 .cf! d. R;	 C1 = c' + R	 (16) 
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The calculation of c' is preferably made not according to 
equation (16) from c, but directly from equation (is) while 
taking account of equation (8a), as derived from the pipe—
resistance law, for the internal wall friction, which yields 
	
•	 =	 f I
	
(17a) 
	
Here 1' .
 and 4! cve	 ae functions of R and henàe, accord-
ing to equation (lOa), also functions of R. For n selected 
as the independent variable, we determine f, 1 and R, for which 
Fiire 5 shows the corcsponding R. For the Blasius range, 
on the basis of equation (8h) and, with replacement of R by R 
acording to (lOb),'we obtain
1 
(i f '	 0.0394 R	 (17b) 
	
'igre 7 shows c	 as a function of R. Owing to the 
range of the basic empirical values of the pipe resistance and 
of the exponent of the velocity distribution, the results of 
the calculation were extended to log R = 7.89. Above this 
value, the curve was rectilinearly extrapolated, as justified 
by the fact that the curve, on reaching log R = 6.9, is al-
ready straight within, 1/4%. The equation of this asymptote* j 
-O • 1294 
	
Cf'	 0.0206 Rx
	
(l7c) 
Equation (l7'o) gives the values for ci'' up to log R = 6.3 
to within 1/4% and up to log R = 6.5 to within 1% deviation 
*Of course no physical significance can be attached to this ex-
trapolation at the highest R values, especially with respect 
to the n values of Nikuradse.
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from the general equation (17a). Equation (17c) gives the val-
ues for c±' rbovc log R	 = 6.5	 to within 1% and above 	 log 
= 6.9 to v.r ithin l/4.
As experimental results, we have introduced the Cf t val-
ues reported by Kempf for his smoothest surface (varnished, pol-
ished and waxed). The discrepancies between our calculation 
and these results lie between -2% and +4%, while the extrapo-
lated Karman equation, within the range of the experiments, lies 
between 7 and 40% too low. On the whole the experimental curve 
shows a somevrhat sharper curvature than the calculated curve. 
It should be noted that the plotted curve of the experimental 
Of' values represents the mean Cft values. These were ob-
tained from different plates distributed throuhout the length 
of the towed body and. di'f or anong themselves by about 3%. In 
view of this fac.t, the agre;ment between the experimental and. 
calculated results (almost within the accuracy of measurement) 
must be consid.ored remarkably good. 
Translation by Dright H. litrier, 
National Advisory Cor:ittee 
for Aeronautics. 
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